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1. Introduction and the statement of results. In [2], Blanton and
Schweitzer gave an axiomatic characterization for Stiefel-Whitney classes
or Stiefel-Whitney homology classes of smooth manifolds, and raised a
question of axiomatic characterizations of these classes for other cate-
gories, for example, categories of PL-manifolds, topological manifolds or
Euler spaces. In this paper we give an answer to this question for Z2-
Euler spaces (cf. [5], [8]).

Let X and Y be Z2-Euler spaces and let φ: Y-+ X be a, PL-embedding.
We call φ a regular embedding if dim X = dim Y, φ( Y) is closed in X,
φ(J.ntY)f]dX = 0 and <p(IntΓ is an open map, where Int F = Y — BY.

Let iίin f denote the homology theory of infinite chains. Given a reg-
ular embedding φ: Y-+X, we define a homomorphism φ%\ H'^\Xf dX; Z2) —>
H^(YfdY; Z2) by φ* - (φj-'oΰ, where i,: H£\Xf dX; Z2)-^H?\X, X-
£>(Int Y); Z2) is the homomorphism induced from the identity i: (X, dX)-*
(X, X - ?>(Int Y)). Note that φ+\ H?\ Y, d Y; Z2) -+ H£\X, X - 9>(Int); Z2)
is an isomorphism by the excision property. Therefore φ% is well de-
fined.

Let g7 be the category whose objects are Z2-Euler spaces and whose
morphisms are regular embeddings. Let y be a full subcategory of g7.
Consider a homology class

S*(X) = SQ(X) + S,(X) + + Sn(X) in H?\X, dX; Z2) ,

where n is the dimension of X, satisfying the following axioms:
AI. For every object X of Sf and every integer i ^ 0, there is a

homology class S<(X) in Hϊnf(X, dX; Z2).
AIL If φ: Y-^X is a morphism of &*, then S*(Γ) = φtS*(X).
AIΠ. S*(Xx Y) = S*(X)xS*(Y) for every objects X, Y of ^ such

that J x Γ i s an object of S?.
AIV. For every integer n ^ 0, S*(Pn) = s*(Pn), where s*(Pn) is the

Stiefel-Whitney homology class of the ̂ -dimensional real projective space
pn

We call S+(X) an axiomatic Stiefel-Whitney homology class of X in
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Sf. Since the Stiefel-Whitney homology classes satisfy the axioms ([2],
[3], [6]), there exists at least one axiomatic Stiefel-Whitney homology
class.

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem:

THEOREM. Let £f be a full subcategory of if satisfying the following
conditions:

(1) All compact Z2-Euler spaces are objects of S?.
(2 ) If X is an object of &, so is Xx [0, 1].

Then, the axiomatic Stiefel-Whitney homology class S+(X) of X in Sf
coincides with the Stiefel-Whitney homology class 8*(X).

REMARK. In general, axiomatic Stiefel-Whitney homology classes in
the category of Z2-Poincare-Euler spaces are not unique (cf. [8]). For
example, the Poincare dual of Stiefel-Whitney class [X]Γ\w*(X) and the
Stiefel-Whitney homology class s*(X) both satisfy the axioms.

2. Elementary properties of axiomatic Stiefel-Whitney homology
classes. In this section, we consider axiomatic Stiefel-Whitney homology
classes in a full subcategory S? of £f such that all compact ZrEuler
spaces are objects of S?.

LEMMA 1. Let X be an object of S^ and let S#(X) be an axiomatic
Stiefel-Whitney homology class in Sf. Then, (1) Sn(X) = [X], where
dim X = n and [X] is the homology class given by the chain of all n-
simplexes of a triangnlation of X, and (2) St(dX) = dSi+1(X) when X is
compact.

PROOF. (1) Let Δn be the w-dimensional simplex and let c: Δn -> Pn

be a regular embedding. Then S*(An) = ε*S*(Pn) by All. Noting that
f: Hn(Pn; Z2) -> Hn(An, 3Jn; Z2) is an isomorphism, we have Sn(Jn) = [Δn] by
AIV. By All and the above, for every regular embedding c: Δn —> X, we
have c*Sn(X) = Sn(Δn) = [Δn]. Then Sn(X) = [X].

( 2 ) Let i:X->XU(dXxI) and j:dXxI-*X\J(dXxI) be the can-
onical inclusions. Then they are regular embeddings. By All, we have
Si+1(X) = i*Si+1(X\J(dXxI)) and SM(βXxI) = j*Si+1(XU(dXxI)). Note
that (x)-\Si+1(dXx J))= Si(dX)xStf) by AIΠ, and that do^=p^(χ)-Όj\
where x : Hinί(dX; Zz) x H*(I, {0,1}; Z%) -> Hin\dXx /, dXx {0,1}; Z2) is the
cross product and p: dXxI-* dX is the projection. Thus dSi+1(X) =
S,0X). q.e.d.

Define a homomorphism S: %>*(A, B) -> H*(A, B; Z2) by S(φ, X) =
φ*S*(X). Here ^8^(A, B) is the bordism group of compact Z2-Euler
spaces. (See [8].) The following lemma shows that S is well defined:
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LEMMA 2. Let S+(X) be an axiomatic Stiefel-Whitney homology class
of X in S?. Let φ: (X, BX) -> (A, B) be in 33n(A, B). Suppose that
(φ, X) = 0 in 33n(A, B). Then φ*S*(X) = 0 in H*(A, B; Z2).

PROOF. Let (Φ, W) be a cobordism of (φ, X). Then the inclusion
c: X —> d W is a regular embedding. Put U = 3 W — c(Int X). If we denote
by i, j the identity and the inclusion respectively, we have a commutative
diagram:

Ht+ι( W, d W; Z2) — H<(d W, U; Z2) -±U H,{ W, U; Z2)

; Z2) —-> Ht(X, dX; Z2) > Ht(A, B; Z2) ,

where the upper sequence is exact. Now S*(dW) = dS*(W) by (2) of
Lemma 1 and S*(X) = c*S*(3W) by AIL Therefore φ*S*(X) = 0. q.e.d.

3. Stiefel-Whitney classes of block bundles. Let ξ = (E(ζ), A, ή be
an %-block bundle (cf. [10]) over a locally compact polyhedron A where
c: A —> E(ξ) is the inclusion. Let E(ξ) be the total space of the sphere
bundle associated with ξ. We shall define a homomorphism eξ: 93*(i£(f),
E(ξ))-+Z2 (cf. [8]), where 33*(!?(£), E(ξ)) is the bordism group of compact
2Γ2-Euler spaces. We need the following:

TRANSVERSALITY THEOREM (Rourke and Sanderson [10]). Let M and
N be PL-manifolds. Suppose that f: (M, dM) —• (N, dN) is a locally flat
proper embedding and that X is a closed subpolyhedron in N. If
f(dM)Γ\X= 0 or if (3N,dNnX) is collared in (N, X) and dNf]X is
block transverse to f\dM: dM —> dN, then there exists an embedding
g: M-^ N, ambient isotopic to f relative to dN such that X is block
transverse to g.

Let R be a regular neighborhood of A embedded properly in Ra for
a sufficiently large (cf. [7]). Let i: AcR be the inclusion and let p: R —»
A be a retraction. Let p*ξ = (E(p*ξ), R, cR) be the induced bundle (cf.
[10].) Then there exist bundle maps {%, i): (E(ξ), A) -*_(E(p*ξ), R) and
(p, p): (E(p*ξ), R) ->(E(ς), A). For each (φ, X) in S8+(£?(f), ^(f)), there exists
an embedding φ: (X, dX) —> (E(p*ξ), E(p*ξ)) such that φ ^ i o φm By the
transversality theorem, we may assume that φ{X) is block transverse
to cR\ R -> E(p*ξ). Let Y = φ~\cB{R)). Then Y is a closed Z2-Euler space.
We write eξ(φ, X) for the modulo 2 Euler number e( Y) of Y.

We need the following lemma to prove Lemma 6:

LEMMA 3. Let S*(X) be an axiomatic Stiefel-Whitney homology class
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of X in S?. Let v = (E, M, c) be the normal block bundle of a proper
embedding from a compact triangulated differentiate manifold M into
Rl for a sufficiently large. Then <t7PU(O"1w*(Jkf), <p*S*(X)> = ev(g>, X)
for each (φ, X) in the bordism group 33*(2?, E) of compact Z2-Euler spaces,
where E is the total space of the sphere bundle associated with v.

This lemma is a consequence of the following two lemmas, which we
merely state without proof. For, if we note AI, •••, AIV, and Lemmas
1,2, the proofs given in Matsui [8] for the case of Stiefel-Whitney
homology classes can be applied without any change to the present
situation by simply replacing therein s* by S*.

LEMMA 4. Let S*(X) be an axiomatic Stiefel-Whitney homology class
of X in S?. Let ξ = (E, A, c) be an n-block bundle over a locally compact
polyhedron A. Then there exists a unique cohomology class Φ(ξ) in
H*(E, E; Z2) satisfying <<P(£), 9>*S*(X)> = eξ(φ9 X) for each (φ, X) in
»*(#, E).

Let ξ = (E, Xj c) be a block bundle. Let Φ(ξ) be the cohomology
class as in Lemma 4. Define w(ξ) by w(ξ) = c* °(Uξ\J)~1Φ(ζ)f where
c*°(U€\J)-u. H*(E, E; Z2)->H*(X; Z2) is the Thorn isomorphism of ξ. Then
we have the following:

LEMMA 5. If ξ is the block bundle induced by a vector bundle over
a locally compact polyhedron X, the cohomology class w(ξ) coincides with
the dual Stief el- Whitney class w(ξ) of w*(ξ).

PROOF OF LEMMA 3. Since \> is induced from a vector bundle, we
have (U.Όic*)-1™^), φ*S*(X)) = eu(g>, X) by Lemmas 4 and 5. On the
other hand, there holds w*(M) - w(»). Thus (CT.U^*)"1^*^), φ*S*(X)) =
ev(φ, X). q.e.d.

4. Proof of Theorem. Let X be an w-dimensional Z2-Euler space.
Then there exists a proper PL-embedding φ: (X, dX) -> (Ra

+, dR°ί) for a
sufficiently large. (See Hudson [7].) Suppose that R is a regular neigh-
borhood of X in Ra

+. Put R = RndRl and R = c\(dR - R). Regard φ
as a proper PL-embedding from (X, dX) to (12, R). We also call (R; R,
R; φ) a regular neighborhood of X in /2+. We will define a homomorphism
eφ: 91*(12, R)-^Z2 as in [8], where 9i*(12, R) is the unoriented differentiable
bordism group. Let /: (M, dM) -+ (12, R) be in_ 3i*(12, R). Then there
exists an PL-embedding g: (M, dM)-* (RxDβ, RxDβ) for β sufficiently
large, such that g~fχ{0} and that (φxid)(XxDβ) is block transverse
to g by the transversality theorem. Let Y= (̂> x id)"1 °0(ikf). Then Y
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is a closed Z2-Euler space. We write eφ(f, M) for the modulo 2 Euler
number e(Y) of Y.

LEMMA 6. Let X be an object of Sf. Let (R; R, R; <p) be a regular
neighborhood of X in R\. Then ((\R]n)-ιoφ^S*(X), f+([M]Πw*(M))) =
eφ(f, M) for each (/, M) in SSi^R, R).

PROOF, (i) First we prove the lemma in the case where /: (ikf, 3ikf)->
(i?, R) is a PL-embedding with a normal block bundle ξ — (E, M, fE) and
φ is transverse to ζ. Let Φ = ([R^y'oφ^S^X). Since [E] f]Uξ = (Λ)*[M]
and jEofE ==/, where Uξ is the Thorn class of ξ and jE:E-+R is an in-
clusion, we get

<Φ, Λ([M]nw W)> - <^u(/i)-V(Af), [E]njiΦ>.

Now, we have the following commutative diagram:

(XE, dXE) Jϊ->{X,X- j(Int XE)) J - (X, dX)

\φ

(E, E) : > (Λ, M) < . (Λ, It) ,

where XE = φ~\E), R = cl(JB — jE(E)), and where i, i and i x are inclu-
sions. If we note (i*)JJ57] = i*[Λ], then [E]ΠjEΦ = ((i^ϊ^ίji?]) ΠilΦ =
0y);1oi*([Λ]nΦ) = (iJΪ)ϊ1oi*o9#S#(X)==(jΛ);io(^^^ Since j x : XE->
Xis a regular embedding and S*(XE) = ΛS^CX) = (Jz)'ilo3^{X) by All,
we have [#]ΠiίΦ = (^)*S*(XE). Thus <Φ, Λ([M]n^*(M))> = <?7fU
(/?)-^*(ikf), (φB)MXB)}. We have <Φ,Λ([M]n^*(M))> = ee(9>*, -X,) by
Lemma 3 and also eψ(fy M) — eξ(φE, XE) in the view of the definitions of
eψ and eξ. Therefore, (Φ,f+([M]Γ\w*(M))y = eψ(f, M).

(ii) We now consider the case where /: (ikf, dM) —> (R, R) is not an
embedding.

Let (/, M) be in 3l*(R, R). Then there exists a PL-embedding
g:(M,dM)-+(RxDβ,ϊixDβ) for /3 sufficiently large, such that #^/x{0}
and (<pxid)(XxDβ) is block transverse to g by the transeversality theo-
rem. Here XxDβ is an object of Sf in view of the property (2) of Sf.
From the previous result (i), it now follows:

(([RxDηnr'oiφxid^S^XxDη, g*([M]nw*(M))} = eφ(f, M) .

However S*(XxDβ) = S*(X)xS*(Dβ) by AIΠ and S*(Dβ) = [Dβ] by (1) of
Lemma 1. Hence we get <([R]n)-^+S*(X),f+([M]riw*(M))y = eφ(f, M).

q.e.d.
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LEMMA 7 (See [8]). Let (A, B) be a pair of polyhedra and let Φ e
H*(A, B; Z2). If <Φ,Λ([M]nw*(M))> = 0 for every (/, M) in W*(A, B),
then Φ = 0.

PROOF OF THEOREM. Noting that 8*(X) is an axiomatic Stief el-Whitney
homology class, we have by Lemma 6, (([R]Γ))~~lo<p*s*(X), f*([M]n
w*(M))) = eφ(f, M) for each (/, M) in 9^(22, R). By Lemmas 6 and 7,
we also have (\E\(\)-ι°φ*S*(X) = ([R]Γί)-ιoφ*8*(X). Therefore S*(X) =
8*(X). q.e.d.
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